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Abstract—Implementation of the intra-coding code-division
multiple access (CDMA) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
radars requires orthogonality between the transmitted code-
words. The lack of complete orthogonality between practical
codewords induces sidelobes in the received signal which mask
weak targets and increase probability of false alarm (PFA). This
work proposes a novel and efficient CLEAN CDMA-MIMO
approach, which considers all the transmitted codewords and
the receiver noise coloring. The performance of the proposed
approach is evaluated via simulations of a practical automotive
scenario.

Index Terms—CLEAN, Maximum Likelihood Estimation, Au-
tomotive Radar, CDMA-MIMO Radar

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, multiple advanced active safety and au-
tonomous driving features were introduced in consumer

vehicles [1]. Conventional sensing suite consists of cameras,
LIDARs and radars [2]. Automotive radars play a central
role in this sensing suite, since they enable low-cost sensing,
provide robustness to adverse weather and lighting conditions,
achieve long operation ranges and obtain direct measurement
of target’s radial velocity [3]. However, the main radar’s
limitation, compared to cameras and LIDARs, is its relatively
low angular resolution [2].

A radar’s angular resolution is determined by its antenna
aperture, which is limited by the vehicle platform form-factor
requirements [4]. The multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
radar approach enables higher angular resolution for a given
physical antenna aperture [5]. The MIMO radar approach
considers simultaneous transmission of multiple orthogonal
codewords from different transmit antennas. The orthogonality
between codewords is needed to distinguish the different
transmitter-target-receiver channels. However, fully orthogonal
signals do not exist, and only low correlated signals can be
implemented [6], [7].

As part of the waveform design, multiple schemes were
studied to achieve orthogonality between the MIMO radar
transmissions [6]–[8]. Time-division multiple access (TDMA)
is the most widely-used approach for MIMO radar trans-
mission scheme implementation, due to its simplicity and

ability to achieve high orthogonality [9]. However, TDMA
implementation is inefficient in terms of transmit power. In
addition, TDMA MIMO radar has tighter constraints on the
maximal unambiguous Doppler achievable, which makes this
approach infeasible for MIMO radars with a large number of
antenna elements [1], [2], [10].

Code-division multiple access (CDMA) is an alternative
approach to achieve orthogonality for MIMO radars. The
CDMA-MIMO approach addresses some of the TDMA ap-
proach drawbacks at the expense of reduced orthogonality.
Degradation in orthogonality increases the sidelobe level,
which reduces the probability of detection (PD), and increases
the probability of false alarm (PFA) [11].

This work proposes the intra-coding scheme for CDMA-
MIMO radars, i.e. in the fast-time domain, which may have
elevated sidelobes in the range domain [11]. In a typical urban
automotive scenario, for instance, a strong static infrastruc-
ture’s sidelobes may mask a static vulnerable road user (VRU).
The orthogonality loss is addressed by a modified CLEAN
algorithm [12], which increases the PD of the previously
masked targets and reduces the PFA. CLEAN algorithm was
used in [13]–[16] for clutter and sidelobes rejection. In [17]
a maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) for the amplitude
estimation for inverse synthetic aperture was introduced.

This work proposes a novel and computationally efficient
method to implement the CLEAN receiver for CDMA-MIMO
radars. The proposed CLEAN method introduces a novel MLE
step for the amplitude estimation, which takes into account the
different codewords and the noise coloring by the CLEAN
process.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the CDMA-MIMO model and the CLEAN algorithm.
The proposed CLEAN receiver and the efficient CLEAN
receiver are detailed in Section III, and the amplitude estimator
is developed in Section IV. Performance of the proposed
approach is evaluated in Section V via simulations. Our
conclusions are given in Section VI.
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Fig. 1. A standard intra-coding CDMA-MIMO radar receiver processing for a single channel.
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Fig. 2. An intra-coding CDMA-MIMO radar single channel processing with a conventional CLEAN.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

A. CDMA-MIMO Model
Consider a CDMA-MIMO radar with MT transmitters and

MR receivers, where different codewords are simultaneously
transmitted from different transmitters. The K transmitted
chirps impinging L targets and the kth received chirp at the
rth receiver is

yrk(t) =

L∑
l=1

Al

MT∑
m=1

smk
(t, τl, fdl

, θl) + nk(t) , (1)

where smk
(·) is the normalized mth codeword of the kth

chirp, transmitted from the mth transmitter, Al, τl, fdl
and

θl are the amplitude, time delay, Doppler frequency shift and
direction-of-arrival (DOA) of the lth target, respectively. nk(t)
is a complex circular symmetric additive white Gaussian-
distributed noise with variance σ2

n of the kth chirp. In the
vectorial form, (1) can be rewritten as

yr(t) =
L∑

l=1

Al

M∑
m=1

sm(t, τl, fdl
, θl) + n(t) , (2)

where yr(t) = [yr1(t), yr2(t), · · · , yrK (t)]T , sm(t) =
[sm1(t), sm2(t), · · · , smK

(t)]T and n(t) = [n1(t), n2(t),
· · · , nK(t)]T . The time-sampled received signal is

ȳr =

L∑
l=1

Alxl + ñ , (3)

where Y = [yr(t1),yr(t2), · · · ,yr(tN )]T , ȳr = vec(Y ),
Sml

= [sm(t1), sm(t2), · · · , sm(tN )]T , s̃ml
= vec(Sml

),
xl =

∑M
m=1 s̃ml

, N = [n(t1),n(t2), · · · ,n(tN )]T , ñ =
vec(N) and vec(·) is the vector operator. Considering the
deterministic signal amplitude and white normally-distributed
noise, the received signal in (3) is complex normal distributed,
ȳr ∼ CN (

∑L
l=1Alxl, σ

2
nI). The main radar goal is to esti-

mate the number of targets L, the targets’ amplitudes, {Al}Ll=1,
time-of-arrival delays, {τl}Ll=1, Doppler frequencies, {fdl

}Ll=1

and DOAs, {θl}Ll=1. For better target’s parameters estimation
performance of the CLEAN algorithm, it is assumed, without
the loss of generality, that the targets’ amplitudes obey:

A1 � A2 � · · · � AL . (4)

where � means much greater than. Otherwise, a false target
that is created by a constructive interference of the sidelobe
responses will degrade the weak target detection quality [14].

Fig. 1 shows a standard processing flow for a single receiver
CDMA-MIMO radar. The processing consists of MT matched
filters (MF), matched to transmitted codewords, Doppler fast
Fourier transform (FFT), beamformer and detector.

B. CLEAN Algorithm
CLEAN is an iterative deconvolution algorithm, which

assumes the presence of point-like targets [12]. According to
CLEAN, the strongest target is first detected by searching
for the maximal amplitude. Next, considering the signal’s
response of the strongest point target, X , its contribution is
subtracted from the received signal

Yl = Yl−1 − γX , (5)

to unveil weaker masked targets. Yl is the response after l
CLEAN steps, l = 1, 2, . . . , L, Y0 is the initial response
and 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 is the subtraction factor. γ is chosen to
be smaller than one, for the stability of the process, usually
0.1 ≤ γ ≤ 0.9 [14]. This process is repeated iteratively
until the remaining signal’s peak power is below a predefined
threshold, or when the maximal allowed number of iterations
is achieved. Considering automotive radar operating in the
far-field regime, it is reasonable to assume that the target’s
properties are the same for the all transmitted codewords.

III. THE PROPOSED CLEAN CDMA-MIMO RADAR

The lack of orthogonality between transmitted codewords
in CDMA-MIMO radar with intra-coding scheme induces the
high range-domain sidelobes in the reconstructed radar image.
This phenomenon reduces the receiver’s dynamic range and as
a result, decreases the PD and increases the PFA.

This section introduces the proposed approach to increase
orthogonality between the received CDMA-MIMO radar code-
words. The main idea of the proposed receiver processing flow
is to use the CLEAN algorithm. The following subsections
detail the proposed approach implementation with the con-
ventional and the innovative efficient implementation of the
CLEAN.

A. CDMA-MIMO Radar with Conventional CLEAN
Successful operation of the CLEAN approach considers the

efficient subtraction of the strongest target from the received
signal, at each iteration. Therefore, the strongest target’s
amplitude, range, Doppler and DOA need to be estimated.

Fig. 2 shows the proposed single receiver processing. First,
the strongest target is detected, then its range, Doppler and
DOA are estimated from the range-Doppler-beam (RDB) map
at the output of the beamformer. Next, the target’s amplitude
is estimated, and finally, the MT transmitted codewords re-
sponses are iteratively subtracted over the iterations.

The conventional CLEAN performs the time-domain sub-
traction:

ỹl = ỹl−1 − γÂlx̂l , (6)
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Fig. 3. An intra-coding CDMA-MIMO radar single channel processing with a computationally efficient CLEAN.

where the subtraction is element wise, ỹl is the output of the
lth CLEAN step, Âl is the estimated amplitude of the lth target
and x̂l is the negative feedback signal, seen in Fig. 2, of the
lth target modeled codeword

x̂l =

M∑
m=1

s̃ml
(t, τ̂l, f̂dl

, θ̂l) . (7)

The major drawback of the conventional CLEAN-based
CDMA-MIMO radar approach is the increased computational
complexity due to the CLEAN iterative process, the MFs,
Doppler FFTs and beamformer need to be calculated as many
times as the number of iterations. Moreover, for the MIMO
radar with MR receive channels, the CLEAN processing in
Fig. 2 is replicated MR times.

The conventional CLEAN implementation, can be easily
extended to the inter-coding scheme as well, i.e. in the slow-
time domain, where the MF and Doppler FFT in Fig. 2 are
replaced with a range FFT and Doppler MF, respectively.

B. CDMA-MIMO Radar with Efficient CLEAN

This subsection introduces the computationally efficient
implementation of the CLEAN approach for the CDMA-
MIMO radar. The main idea is to perform the CLEAN
stage subtraction at the output of the beamformer in the
RDB domain. That is, the negative feedback signal in the
efficient approach, is the processing output tensor, after the
beamforming of x̂l from (7), X̂RDBl, of size NR×ND ×NB

where NR, ND and NB are the range, Doppler and beam sizes,
respectively. Fig. 3 shows the processing of the CDMA-MIMO
radar with efficient CLEAN

RDBl = RDBl−1 − γÂlX̂RDBl , (8)

where subtraction is element-wise and RDBl is the out-
put tensor, after the beamforming of ỹl from (7), of size
NR × ND × NB of the lth CLEAN step. As a result, this
implementation is more efficient, since the MF, Doppler FFT
and beamformer are calculated only once per frame. However,
this comes with a memory cost of storing an additional lookup
table (LUT) with all the possible CDMA responses for the
different transmit codewords, ranges, Doppler frequencies and
DOAs.

Notice that using sufficiently large LUT, is allowing to
achieve the performance of the CDMA-MIMO radar with a
conventional CLEAN implementation, since the processing is
linear. Alternatively, the codewords generation in the conven-
tional approach can be implemented using a LUT as well.
In addition, notice that the proposed CDMA-MIMO radar
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Fig. 4. Noise spectrum (a) at the input and (b) at the output of a CLEAN iteration.

implementation with CLEAN allows to improve PD and PFA
performance by unmasking weak targets, and facilitating the
operation of a full MIMO scheme by increasing orthogonality
between received signals, without compromising the receiver
bandwidth, chirp duration and dynamic range.

To demonstrate the processing complexity improvement of
the efficient approach, let’s assume a scene with L different
targets. In the conventional approach, the MF, Doppler FFT
and beamformer need to be calculated up to L times. While
in the efficient method, they are computed only once.

IV. AMPLITUDE ESTIMATION

The critical stage of the proposed CLEAN implementation
is the amplitude estimation. This work proposes the MLE for
the target’s amplitude estimation.

A. Naive CLEAN Amplitude Estimator

A CLEAN amplitude estimator for radar is considered in
[17]

âl = (x̂H
l x̂l)

−1x̂H
l ỹl−1 =

<(x̂H
l ỹl−1)

x̂H
l x̂l

, (9)

where <(·) is the real operator, x̂l is the estimated signal from
the lth target in (7) and ỹl−1 is the signal at the input of the
l − 1 CLEAN step.

The amplitude estimator in [17] assumes a white noise for
the entire CLEAN process. However, the CLEAN process in
(6) “colors” the noise, which affects the likelihood function,
and the estimator statistics. Fig. 4 demonstrate this noise
“coloring” effect. Subplots (a) and (b) in Fig. 4 compare the
noise spectrum between the CLEAN input and output. Notice
that at the output of a CLEAN iteration, the noise is colored,
and therefore, the amplitude estimator in (9) from [17] is not
the MLE.
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B. Proposed CLEAN Amplitude MLE

This subsection introduces the proposed CLEAN amplitude
MLE that considers the noise coloring effect. At the first
step of CLEAN, the amplitude of the strongest target, A1, is
estimated. Since the noise at the input of the first CLEAN
iteration is Gaussian, the initial input signal is normally
distributed, ỹ ∼ CN (µỹ =

∑L
l=1Alxl,Σỹ = σ2

nI) and the
MLE at the first step is

Â1 = arg max
A1

f(ỹ0|A1)

= arg min
A1

(ỹ0 −A1x̂1)HΣ−1
ỹ0

(ỹ0 −A1x̂1)

=
ỹH
0 x̂1 + x̂H

1 ỹ0
2x̂H

1 x̂1
=
<(x̂H

1 ỹ0)

x̂H
1 x̂1

,

(10)

where f(ỹ0|A1) = LA1 is the conditional likelihood function,
given the observation ỹ0. We can see that the estimation is
equivalent to (9), since at the first iteration the noise is still
white. At the first CLEAN iteration, the strongest target is
subtracted from the input signal

ỹ1 = ỹ0 − γÂ1x̂1 = ỹ0 − γ
<(x̂H

1 ỹ0)

x̂H
1 x̂1

x̂1 . (11)

Since ỹ1 is a linear combination of Gaussian-distributed
vectors, it is also Gaussian-distributed, and the likelihood
function at the second CLEAN iteration is

LA2
= (ỹ1 −A2x̂2)HΣ−1

ỹ1
(ỹ1 −A2x̂2) . (12)

The resulting amplitude estimator is

Â2 =
ỹH
1 Σ−1

ỹ1
x̂2 + x̂H

2 Σ−1
ỹ1
ỹ1

2x̂H
2 Σ−1

ỹ1
x̂2

=
<(x̂H

2 Σ−1
ỹ1
ỹ1)

x̂H
2 Σ−1

ỹ1
x̂2

. (13)

Similarly, at the lth CLEAN iteration the likelihood function
is given by

LAl
= (ỹl−1 −Alx̂l)

HΣ−1
ỹl−1

(ỹl−1 −Alx̂l) , (14)

and the amplitude estimator is given by

Âl =
ỹH
l−1Σ

−1
ỹl−1

x̂l + x̂H
l Σ−1

ỹl−1
ỹl−1

2x̂H
l Σ−1

yl−1 x̂l

=
<(x̂H

l Σ−1
ỹl−1

ỹl−1)

x̂H
l Σ−1

yl−1 x̂l

.

(15)
Notice that the statistics of the signal at the CLEAN output

varies over iterations, and therefore, need to be recalculated
at each CLEAN iteration. The covariance matrix can be
calculated via an analytic calculation or via sample covariance
matrix

µỹl
= µỹl−1

− γ
<(x̂H

l Σ−1
ỹl−1

µỹl−1
)

x̂H
l Σ−1

ỹl−1
x̂l

x̂l

Σỹl
= E[ỹlỹ

H
l ]− µỹl

µH
ỹl

(16)

where,

E[ỹlỹ
H
l ] = E[ỹl−1ỹ

H
l−1]− γE[ỹl−1Âl]x̂

H
l −

γx̂lE[Âlỹ
H
l−1] + γ2x̂lE[Â2

l ]x̂H
l

(17)

and

E[ỹl−1Âl] =
E[ỹl−1ỹ

H
l−1]Σ−1

ỹl−1
x̂l + E[ỹl−1ỹ

T
l−1]Σ−1T

ỹl−1
x̂∗
l

2x̂H
l Σ−1

ỹl−1
x̂l

(18)

TABLE I. Simulated Targets’ Parameters

Normalized Amplitude Delay[µsec] Doppler[m/s]
Target 1 0dB 0 0
Target 2 −16.4dB 0.022 0
Target 3 −9.1dB 0.15 0

TABLE II. CDMA-MIMO Radar Parameters

NTx BW[MHz] T[µsec] α fc[GHz]
4 250 10 ±2, ±1.92 77

E[Â2
l ] =
<(x̂H

l Σ−1
ỹl−1

E[ỹl−1ỹ
H
l−1]Σ−1

ỹl−1
x̂l)

2(x̂H
l Σ−1

ỹl−1
x̂l)2

+
<(x̂H

l Σ−1
ỹl−1

E[ỹl−1ỹ
T
l−1]Σ−1T

ỹl−1
x̂∗
l )

2(x̂H
l Σ−1

ỹl−1
x̂l)2

(19)

and where x̂H
l Σ−1

ỹl−1
ỹl−1 = ỹT

l−1Σ
−1T
ỹl−1

x̂∗
l and E[Âlỹ

H
l−1] =

E[ỹl−1Âl]
H . The components of (17)-(19) are

E[ỹlỹ
T
l ] =E[ỹl−1ỹ

T
l−1]− γE[ỹl−1Âl]x̂

T
l −

γx̂lE[Âlỹ
T
l−1] + γ2x̂lE[Â2

l ]x̂T
l ,

E[ỹ∗
l ỹ

H
l ] =E[ỹlỹ

T
l ]∗,

E[ỹ∗
l ỹ

T
l ] =E[ỹlỹ

H
l ]∗,

(20)

and their initial values are

E[ỹ0ỹ
H
0 ] = Σỹ0

+ µỹ0
µH

ỹ0

= σ2
nI + (

∑
l

Alx̂l)(
∑
l

Alx̂l)
H ,

E[ỹ0ỹ
T
0 ] = (

∑
l

Alx̂l)(
∑
l

Alx̂l)
T + E[nnT ] = µỹ0µ

T
ỹ0
,

E[ỹ∗
0 ỹ

H
0 ] = E[ỹ0ỹ

T
0 ]∗ = µ∗

ỹ0
µH

ỹ0
,

E[ỹ∗
0 ỹ

T
0 ] = E[ỹ0ỹ

H
0 ]∗ = σ2

nI + (
∑
l

Alx̂l)
∗(
∑
l

Alx̂l)
T .

(21)

First, notice that since the noise is a complex circular
symmetric Gaussian vector, its pseudo covariance E[nnT ] = 0
[18]. Next, notice that assuming that the target’s amplitude is
much stronger than all other signals (4), it is reasonable to
initialize the expectation with µy0

≈ A1x̂1. Finally, notice
that the Woodbury matrix inversion lemma can be used to
calculate the matrix inversion, Σ−1

ỹl
[19].

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The performance of the proposed CLEAN CDMA-MIMO
radar is evaluated in this section in a relevant practical au-
tomotive scenario with three static targets. In this scenario
the increase in PFA and the decrease in PD, which is caused
by weak target masking, is simulated. Table I summarises
targets’ parameters and Table II summarises the parameters
of the simulated CDMA-MIMO radar with 4 transmitters and
a single receiver. The Tansec coding family is considered, with
codewords selected by the the ACCFG method from [11], [20].

Fig. 5 shows the output of the MF of the considered CDMA-
MIMO radar with a fixed threshold in the simulated three-
target scenario. Notice that the sidelobes of the strongest target
mask the weakest target and the remaining target amplitude is
at the level of the strongest target sidelobes approx. −11dB.
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Fig. 5. CDMA-MIMO radar MF output in the three-target scenario and a fixed threshold.
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(d) Iteration 3

Fig. 6. The received signal after matched filter for different iteration steps.

As a result, the fixed threshold detector detects two true targets
(along with additional false detections induced by the strongest
target’s sidelobes). In addition, notice that the weakest target
was not detected. The targets’ amplitudes in Fig. 5 are stronger
than it appears in Table I, since the codewords are not
completely orthogonal. The cross-codewords add a noise floor
of ∼ 1.5dB per target.

Fig. 6 shows the output of the CLEAN in the proposed
CDMA-MIMO radar over CLEAN iterations. At each step the
strongest peak is detected, marked by the green asterisk, its
parameters are estimated and its response is subtracted. Fig.
6 shows that the proposed CDMA-MIMO radar with efficient
CLEAN succeed to detected all three targets, without any false
alarms.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This work proposed a novel and efficient modified CLEAN-
based detector for CDMA-MIMO radars. The proposed ap-
proach considers all the transmitted codewords and addresses

the noise coloring. The proposed approach is computationally
efficient. The performance of the proposed efficient CLEAN
CDMA-MIMO radar was evaluated via simulations of a prac-
tical automotive scenario, demonstrating its ability to detect
weak targets which are conventionally masked by the strong
target sidelobes.
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